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ABSTRACT

Formerly, state constitutional conventions have been studied
basically by a content analysis of the proposed document.

This study

undertakes a perusal of the political attitudes of the delegates.
political attitudes fall into two categories:
tions and delegate orientations.

These

delegate conceptualiza

Delegate conceptualizations focus on

the delegate's basic concept of a constitutional convention.

Four spe

cific factors— role, pressure, inclination on change, and orientation
toward the convention process— are included within delegate orientations.
These political attitudes are analyzed according to various background
characteristics of the delegates.

To some extent, the political atti

tudes of the delegates are reflected in their voting behavior.

An anal

ysis of delegate roll call votes on selected issues verifies most of
these attitudes.
This study of political attitudes indicates that most of the
delegates had a "middle of the road" approach to the constitutional
convention.

The vast majority of the delegates were pragmatists.

A

basic traditionalist/innovator dichotomy was, nevertheless, evident.
Within the scope of this study, certain variables show some predictive
value:

the degree of incorporation of moralistic elements within the

delegate's political culture, delegate inclination toward change, roles
assumed by the delegate, delegate conceptualization of a constitution,
delegate background characteristics, and delegate roll call votes on
selected proposals.
ix

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

North Dakota's Constitution originated with her statehood in
1889.

A verbose document of approximately twenty-five thousand words,

it has been amended eighty-nine times.

The amendments, often distress

ingly repetitious, encompassed perhaps as many if not more printed pages
as had the original document.

Although every effort was made to consoli

date the whole and to eliminate the extraneous, the result remained a
restrictive document of such detail as to arouse frequent criticism.
Four major attempts at revision were made.l

The first came in

1931 when a Government Survey Commission was established at the urging
of Governor George F. Shafer.

The commission's report calling for

reforms was forgotten amid the depression.
1941.

A second attempt came in

Governor John Moses persuaded the legislature to pass a bill

forming a study commission.

However, World War II claimed priority

and nothing was done with the commission's recommendations.

Major

revision was put aside until a Constitutional Study Committee was formed
in 1963.

Their constitutional revision measure failed 69,116 to 84,131

in the November, 1966 general election.

A fourth attempt at revision

came in 1967 when a Legislative Research Subcommittee began to study the
constitution.

Like the previous effort, their constitutional revision

^Darrel J. Aim, Constitutional Reform in North Dakota, Bureau
of Governmental Affairs, Resource Publication B for the North Dakota
Constitutional Convention Delegates (Grand Forks, North Dakota: Univer
sity of North Dakota, January, 1971), pp. 25-27.

1

2

measure was subsequently defeated, 82,000 to 116,813, in the November,
1968, election.
Since major attempts to revise the Constitution were unsuccesful, piecemeal revision, although admittedly inadequate, necessarily
continued.

In 1969, the State Legislative Assembly undertook once more

to provide for major revision.

They passed a resolution directing the

secretary of state to "place on the 1970 statewide primary election bal
lot a proposed constitutional amendment regarding a constitutional con
vention and the question of whether a constitutional convention shall
be called."!
1970.

The possibility of revision became real in September,

In that primary election a measure calling for a constitutional

convention was approved by the voters of North Dakota 53,270 to 3 6 ,391.2
In accordance with a procedural law passed by the 1969 State
Legislative Assembly,3 a nominating commission was formed consisting of
the governor, lieutenant governor, and attorney general.

The commission

nominated ninety-eight people to serve as delegates— one for each member
of the house of representatives for each legislative district.

Recom

mendations were made to the commission by both parties in each district;
additionally, individuals could suggest nominations.

Decisions of the

nominating commission had to be unanimous.
The nominations presented by the commission were automatically
placed on the general election ballot.

Additionally, any individual

^-North Dakota, Laws of North Dakota (1969), House Concurrent
Resolution No. 16, Ch. 595, p. 1278.
^Grand Forks Herald, September 3, 1970, p. 1.
^North Dakota, Laws of North Dakota (1969), H.B. No. 485
Section 4, Ch. 462, p. 991.

3

not nominated but desiring to be a delegate could have his name placed
on the ballot by filing petitions with signatures of 150 qualified
voters from his district.
1970, general election.

The delegates were elected in the November 3,
Out of 141 candidates who filed individual

petitions to be nominated, twenty-four were elected delegates; seventyfour out of the ninety-eight persons nominated by the commission like
wise were elected.

It would appear that most of the voters of the state

approved of the selections made by the nominating commission.
An organizational meeting of the elected delegates was held at
Bismarck on April 6-8, 1971.
were elected:

Permanent officers for the convention

Frank Wenstrom of Williston as president, William R.

Pearce of Bismarck as 1st vice-president, Stanley Saugstad of Minot
as 2nd vice-president, and Mrs. Lois Vogel of Fargo as secretary.

Rules

of procedure were adopted and preparations were made for the plenary
session to be convened January 3, 1972, at the State Capitol in Bismarck.
The delegates were confronted in the convention with many prob
lems.

This study is made in the belief that their political attitudes

and their backgrounds would affect the solutions they applied.

It is

an attempt to ascertain whether or not political attitudes held by the
delegates, and the extent thereof, were significant in the outcome of
the convention.

As a basis for the study, five assumptions were made:

1.

The political attitudes of the Constitutional Convention
delegates can be discovered. Political attitudes include
concepts and orientations.

2.

The background characteristics of the delegates may have
some effect on their political attitudes. Background
characteristics include such things as age, sex, occupa
tion, and political party preference.

3.

The disposition of the delegates on change, a crucial orien
tation in a constitutional convention, may be determined.

4

4.

The disposition of the delegates on change may be affected
by background characteristics, political concepts, and
other orientations held by them.

5.

The behavior of the delegates, as reflected in voting pat
terns, may verify their political attitudes.

Political attitudes are, by nature, volatile, hard to ascertain,
and impossible to isolate from contributory factors.

Typically defined,

attitudes are predispositions to respond in a particular way toward a
specified class of objects.
observable or measurable.

"Being predispositions, they are not directly
Instead they are inferred from the way we

react to particular stimuli."!

By investigation and inquiry, then, it

would seem possible to get some indication of an individual's feelings
and values.
The political attitudes dealt with in this study fall into two
categories:

delegate conceptualizations and delegate orientations.

A

conceptualization refers to a basic belief or idea about what a thing
in general should be.

An orientation means a determination or sense

of one's position with relation to his environment or to a particular
thing.
Two political conceptualizations are considered in this study.
First is a delegate's basic conceptualization of a constitution— its
purpose, what it entails, and its scope.

The second is a delegate's

conceptualization of the convention— its duties and limitations.

^Milton J. Rosenberg and Carl I. Houland, "Cognitive, Affective
and Behavioral Components of Attitudes,” Attitude Organization and
Change, edited by Carl I. Houland and Milton J. Rosenberg (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 1960), p. 1. See also Milton
Rokeach, "The Nature of Attitudes," International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, Vol. 1, pp. 449-457.
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Delegate orientations include four specific factors.

The

first factor is role— how each delegate perceives himself in relation
to his constituents and to other delegates.

The second is pressure.

Do the delegates feel pressure and from where?

The third factor is

the delegate's inclination or disposition on change.

Should flexibility

and keeping up with the times necessarily be provided for in the con
stitution?

The fourth is the delegate's orientation towards the conven

tion process.

Are constitutional conventions immune from politics?

Should constitutional issues be compromised?
In order to determine the validity of the above assumptions,
an attempt was made to conduct a personal interview with every delegate.
Ninety-five delegates were interviewed.
by

A questionnaire accompanied

a letter of explanation (see Appendix A and B) was sent to each of

the remaining three delegates.

Two of the three filled out and returned

the questionnaire; the third never responded.

The final response there

fore totaled ninety-seven out of the ninety-eight delegates.
The interviews, based on an attitudinal questionnaire, took place
at the State Capitol January 17th through the 26th, 1972.

A copy of

the questionnaire was handed to the delegate being interviewed.
responses were recorded on a separate questionnaire.

The

Delegates were

approached at random and the interview was conducted whenever opportun
ity occurred.

The delegates were most cooperative.

In the following chapters, all tables will report data in per
centages for purposes of comparison.

These percentages will be reported

by column in each category of the independent variable.
will then be made across columns.

Comparisons

Where significant, a table will reveal

the following non-parametric statistics:

the chi-square and associated

6

probability (P), and/or Gamma.
square is set at .05 percent.

The level of significance for chi
This indicates that a given pattern

differs from the ideal chance association or strict proportional model
to the degree that a pattern indicated in the table would occur less
than five times in a hundred with the chance association hypothesized
(null hypothesis).

A chi square value with significance levels over

.05 percent indicates that the null hypothesis may not be rejected as
a possible explanation.

(See Appendix C).

Gamma is a measure of ordinal association between two variables
where the number of cases is large and the data can be grouped into
classes (such as survey data which order individuals into classes, e.g.,
strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree).
For example, suppose constitutional convention delegates were
ranked on two scales according to how they responded to items on a
questionnaire.

One scale ranked them in terms of their inclination

toward change; the other according to their degree of moralistic politi
cal culture.

If the two measures are positively correlated, they permit

prediction such a s :

taking any two delegates and noting one is higher

than the other on the inclination toward change, it can be predicted
that he is also higher than the other delegate on the moralistic politi
cal culture scale.

Gamma is the "probability that such a rank-order

prediction would be correct, based on right guesses minus wrong guesses,
divided by all guesses."!

If most of the cases fall on the upper-left-

to-lower-right diagonal, more right than wrong predictions can be made,

^William Buchanan, Understanding Political Variables (New York:
Charles Schribner's Sons, 1969), pp. 221-226.
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and gamma will have a high positive value.

If all cases are evenly

distributed among all cells of the table, as many wrong guesses would
be made as right ones, and gamma equals zero.

If the cases cluster on

the lower-left-to-upper-right diagonal, more wrong guesses would be
made and the gamma would be negative.
cal significance.
between variables.!

Gamma does not measure statisti

It shows the amount and direction of the relationship
(See Appendix D ) .

In the succeeding chapters of this study, response patterns
from the answers given to the questionnaire are compared with back
ground characteristics obtained from delegate biographies. 2

Further,

a roll call analysis on selected issues is made in an attempt to verify
political attitudes of the delegates by their voting behavior.

1Ibid. , p. 226.
2

North Dakota Constitutional Convention Biographies of Delegates
and Staff, edited by Boyd L. Wright, Bureau of Governmental Affairs
(Grand Forks, North Dakota: University of North Dakota, 1971).

CHAPTER II

DELEGATE CONCEPTUALIZATIONS

Two political conceptualizations! are considered in this study:
the delegates' conceptualization of the convention and the delegates'
basic conceptualization of the constitution.

The first question on the

questionnaire relates to the first of these concepts; What would you
say is the primary objective of this convention?

For each delegate, his

approach and intent are basic to his concept of what a constitutional
convention should be.

The various answers to question I are shown in

Table 1.

TABLE 1
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

Percentage

Primary Objective

Modernize the present constitution
Improve the efficiency and quality of state government
Write a new constitution
Produce a document acceptable to the people
Protect the interests, rights, and needs of the people
Provide the basic framework and principles of government
Retain the basic principles of the original constitution
Other

59
12
7
7
6
5
2
1

Total

99 *

*Due to rounding off, the figures do not total 100 percent.
lA conceptualization refers to holding an opinion with the
function of object appraisal. This involves " . . . sizing up objects
and events in the environment from the point of view of one's major
interests and going concerns." The existence of attitudes thus permits
8
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A total of sixty-six percent of the delegates believed that the
primary objective of the convention was to modernize the constitution
or write a new one.

A meager twelve percent thought the efficiency and

quality of state government could be improved.
the

Only two percent thought

convention's purpose was to retain the basic principles of the

original constitution.

Clearly, the tide was in favor of reform and

improvement.
Question II on the questionnaire relates to the second concept,
that of a constitution.

In this question the delegates were asked to

rank in the order of importance seven possible purposes of a constitu
tion.

Several delegates refused to answer the question or ranked only

one or two of the choices, thus making a total percentage figure impos
sible to give.

However, using a frequency count, the greatest percent,

sixty-eight percent, ranked first that a constitution is a way of pro
tecting individual rights by limiting governmental interference.

The

second choice of most delegates was that a constitution promotes the wel
fare of the citizens. The third choice of most delegates was that a
constitution ensures that the government can act when necessary.

Ranked

fourth most often was that a constitution is a means of holding public
officials accountable.

The fifth choice of most delegates was that a

constitution ensures that no one governmental official has too much
power.

Ranked sixth was that a constitution establishes a system of

fiscal responsibility.

The seventh and last choice of most delegates

an individual to determine the action-relevancy of events in his environ
ment and respond accordingly. See M. Brewster Smith, Jerome S. Bruner
and Robert W. White, Opinions and Personality (New York: John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 1956), p. 41.
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was that a constitution preserves the traditions of the founding fathers
of our state.

It appears that the majority.of the delegates placed most

importance on protecting individual rights and promoting the public wel
fare.

Interestingly, only three percent of the delegates indicated

that preserving the traditions of our founding fathers was of greatest
importance in the constitution.
The first four choices of question II are incorporated into an
index of moralistic political culture.

The concept of political culture,

as defined by Sidney Verba, is "the system of empirical beliefs, expres
sive symbols, and values which defines the situation in which political
action takes place."1

A moralistic political culture (hereafter referred

to as M.P.C.), according to Daniel Elazar, measures good government by
the degree that it promotes the public good; in an M.P.C., those who
govern are honest and dedicated to the public welfare.2
held accountable to the people.

Government is

Establishing a system of fiscal respon

sibility, insuring that no one governmental official has too much power,
holding public officials accountable, and protecting individual rights
by limiting governmental interference are all evidences of this M.P.C.
Ranking the questions offered the delegates an opportunity to
express their beliefs by emphasis.

Those delegates who are highly mor

alistic should rank the four above named evidences of M.P.C. as their
top four choices out of the seven.

By adding each delegate's numerical

■'"Lucian W. Pye and Sidney Verba, eds., Political Culture and
Political Development (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1965), p. 513.
^Daniel J. Elazar, American Federalism (New York:
Crowell Company, Inc., 1972), pp. 96-97.

Thomas Y.
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rank given to these four choices, a range from ten to twenty-two is
possible (4+3+2+1=10, 7+6+5+4=22).

On the basis of their scores, dele

gates then can be placed on an index.1 This index rates each person on
M.P.C.

Those scoring ten to thirteen are high on the M.P.C. index.

Those scoring fourteen to eighteen are moderate.

Those scoring nineteen

to twenty-two are low (see Table 2).

TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTIONS OF SCORES ON THE M.P.C. INDEX

Score
Number of
People
Total Number*
of People

High

Moderate

10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18

4

2

6 10

8

22

7 13

45

9

Low

8

19 20 21 22

13

5

2

1

21

*Nine delegates are not shown on the index. These delegates
scored less than ten because they declined to rank the question.

As shown by the table, slightly over half of the delegates
rated on the M.P.C. index are moderates.
mately equal.

The high and low rated approxi

It would seem that most delegates place some importance

on keeping government accountable.

However, matters such as protecting

-'-This allows a differentiation of delegates without further
transposition of the data. Another method would be to score delegates
on a presence-absence scale. For example, delegates who rated any one
of the four M.P.C. choices within their top four choices would receive
a score of 1 for each choice so rated. Delegates who did not rank an
M.P.C. choice among their top four choices would receive a score of
zero for that choice. A continuum of delegate scores ranging from four
to zero results.
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individual rights and promoting the public welfare often assume just as
much or more importance in terms of the constitution.
For further analysis, background characteristics of the dele
gates are used to determine what types of people rated high, moderate,
or low on the M.P.C. index.

Characteristics such as education, occupa

tion, and political party preference are used.
First, how do the delegates rate on M.P.C. according to their
political party preference?

Table 3 shows that Republicans are most

likely to be moderate, more so than Democrats.
parties further, Republicans and Democrats rank
the high group.

However, comparing the
nearly the same in

Among the Democrats there are as many in the moderate

group as in the low group.

Independents appear most likely to be

moderates.

TABLE 3
DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE
BY POLITICAL PARTY PREFERENCE

Degree

Democrat

Independent

Republican

High

25.9%

11.1%

26.0%

Moderate

37.0

66.7

56.0

Low

37.0

22.2

18.0

Total

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

27

9

50

*N =

*Total excludes nine persons who refused to rank the M.P.C.
question plus two persons who gave no indication of a political party
preference.
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A second background variable of analysis is occupation.

Accord

ing to Table 4, three occupational groups are fifty percent or more
moderate.

The self-employed have the highest percent in the high group,

an equal percent in the moderate group, and the lowest percent in the
low group.

Of all groups, professionals show the highest percent of

the moderates, 73.3 percent.

The unemployed/retired have the largest

percent, 50 percent, in the moderate group.

Government service, which

included only two people, has fifty percent in the moderate group,
fifty percent in the low group, and none in the high group.
48.6 percent of those in business are moderates.

Almost half,

They are roughly

split on high and low.

TABLE 4
DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE BY OCCUPATION

Degree

Business

Profes
sional

Self
Employed

Gov't.
Service

Unemployed/
Retired

6.7%

40.9%

0

14.3%

High

28.6%

Moderate

48.6

73.3

40.9

50.0

50.0

Low

22.9

20.0

18.2

50.0

35.7

Total

100.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

35

15

22

2

14

*Total number of people equals eighty-eight. The nine who
declined to answer the M.P.C. ranking question are excluded.

Another factor of consideration is education.

As shown in

Table 5, delegates with an elementary or high school education are
twice as likely to be high as moderate or low.

Those with two years of

14

trade school or college are nearly twice as moderate as either high or
low.

The majority of both those with four year degrees and those with

post-graduate education are moderate.

These two groups also have the

lowest percentages of those high on the M.P.C. scale.

TABLE 5
DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE BY EDUCATION

2 Year Trade
School/College

High

50.0%

28.0%

14.8%

19.0%

Moderate

25.0

48.0

59.3

61.9

Low

25.0

24.0

25.9

19.0

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

12

25

27

Degree

4 Year
Degree

PostGraduate

Elementary/
High School

99 .9%
21

*Total number of people equals eighty-five. The nine who
were not rated on the M.P.C. index plus three who gave no biographical
response on their education are not included in this table.

Little variation of M.P.C. exists between the sexes.

Males

tend to be more moderate than do females; females are slightly more
inclined than males to be high or low.

In fact, there is an equal

percent of females in the high and low groups.

Males have a slightly

higher percentage in the high group than they do in the low group, as
shown in Table 6.
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TABLE 6

DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE, BY SEX

Female

Male

High

28.6%

24.3%

Moderate

42.9

52.7

Low

28.6

23.0

Total

100.1%

100.0%

* N =

14

74

Degree

*Total excludes the nine who did not rate on the M.P.C. Index.

Some of the delegates were past members of the State Legislative
Assembly, and some were presently members.

Table 7 shows the degree

of M.P.C. as related to past membership in the state legislature.

Past

legislators are a little more likely to be in the high or moderate group.
Delegates who were not past legislators are more likely to be in the low
M.P.C. group than are those who were past legislators.

As the gamma

indicates, there is only a slight association between past legislators
and being high on the M.P.C. index.
Table 8 shows the degree of M.P.C. as related to present member
ship in the state legislature.

Those who were not currently state legis

lators, like those who were not past legislators, are more apt to be low
on the index.

This association is indicated by the negative gamma.

In

comparison, a greater percentage of those who currently were state
legislators are highly moralistic about their political culture.

Current

legislators have a higher percentage of both high and moderates than do
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TABLE 7

DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE
AS RELATED TO PAST SERVICE
AS A STATE LEGISLATOR
Not a Past
Legislator

Was a Past
Legislator

High

23.2%

29.0%

Moderate

48.2

54.8

Low

28.6

16.2

Total

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

57

31

Degree

Gamma = -.22

*Total excludes the nine who did not rate on the M.P.C. index.

TABLE 8
DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE AS RELATED
TO PRESENT SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR
Not a Current
State Legislator

Degree

Currently a State
Legislator

High

23.7%

37.5%

Moderate

50.0

62.5

Low

26.2

0.0

Total

99.9 %

100.0%

* N =

80

8

Gamma = -.504

*Total excludes the nine persons who did not score on the M.P.C.
index.
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past legislators.

All nine current state legislators were also legisla

tors in the past.

One of these nine, as is shown in Table 8, did not

rank the M.P.C. question.

As state legislators leave the state legisla

tive assembly, it appears their views about keeping government account
able become less stringent.

Unlike those whose occupation is government

service, delegates who were past or current state legislators appear
somewhat concerned with keeping government accountable.
Another background characteristic, the population of a dele
gate's residential community, is shown in Table 9.

Delegates from

communities of 2,500 people or less are classified as rural.

Those

delegates from communities of more than 2,500 people are classified as
urban.
ates.

The largest percent of urban delegates, 62.9 percent, are moder
Almost an equal percent of urban delegates are high as are low

on the M.P.C. index; the high have the smaller percent.

The largest

percent of the rural delegates are also moderates.

The smallest per

cent of the rural delegates rank low on the index.

Of both groups,

urban delegates have the greatest percent of the moderates.

The great

est percent of those who ranked high on the M.P.C. are rural delegates.
Rural delegates also have the greatest percent among those ranked low
on the M.P.C. index.
In summary, the greatest percentage of most background groups
are moderates on the M.P.C. index.
made.

However, some comparisons can be

A greater percentage of Democrats than Republicans are low on

the index.

Democrats have an equal percentage in the low as in the

moderate group; as do those in government service.

The self-employed

have an equal percentage in the high and moderate groups.

One half of
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TABLE 9

DEGREE OF MORALISTIC POLITICAL CULTURE BY POPULATION
OF DELEGATE'S RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY

Urban3

Ruralb

High

17.1%

30.2%

Moderate

62.9

43.4

Low

20.0

26.4

Total

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

35

53

Degree

aUrban = over 2,500 people
^Rural = 2,500 people or less
*Total excludes nine persons who did not rank the M.P.C. question.

those with an elementary or high school education are in the high M.P.C.
group.

A greater percentage of males than females are moderates.

Females have an equal percentage in the high and low groups.
current state legislators tend to be moderate.

Past and

Both have a greater

percent in the high group and a lesser percent in the low group than
those who are not current or past state legislators.
Question III on the questionnaire also relates to a delegate's
concept of the constitution.

Delegates are asked to agree, strongly

agree, disagree, or strongly disagree with five statements about what
a new constitution for North Dakota ideally should do.

Ninety dele

gates agreed, fifty of them very strongly, that a new constitution
should create a more efficient government.
one strongly, with that statement.

Seven delegates disagreed,

Thus, the assumption that a new
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constitution should create a more efficient government was overwhelmingly
approved by the delegates.
why they disagreed.

No indication was given by the seven as to

Various possibilities exist as to why they thought

as they did; one of which might be that they believed the present state
govement to be efficient.
Ninety-five delegates agreed, fifty of them strongly, that
ideally a new constitution for North Dakota should remove out-of-date
structures from the state government..

Only two persons disagreed.

It

is possible they did not believe there are any out-of-date structures
in the state government, or that by doing so the power structure would
become unbalanced.
The third statement of question III says that ideally a new
constitution should put more government into the hands of the people.
Twenty-one delegates strongly agreed with this statement, forty-seven
agreed, twenty-eight disagreed, and one strongly disagreed.
percent of the delegates rejected the statement.

Thirty

The other seventy

percent, like those moderate and high on the M.P.C. index, want to keep
government under the control of the people.

No definition or explana

tion of the phrase "putting more government into the hands of the people"
was given.

It seems probable that individual delegates interpreted

this differently and reacted accordingly.
explain these divergences.

No evidence can be found to

It is possible to conjecture that the dele

gates may have seen the constitution as an enabling document in which
sovereignty and power lie initially in the people and from there it is
delegated.

Those who wanted to put more government into the hands of

the people may feel that too much power or authority has been dispersed
into too many overlapping agencies.

Those who were opposed to putting
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more government into the hands of the people may envision government
as knowing what is best for the people.

Other explanations are also

possible.
Only nine delegates disagreed, none of them strongly, with the
statement that a new constitution for North Dakota should establish clearer
lines of responsibility among governmental officials.

Forty-six delegates

strongly agreed with the statement; forty-two others merely agreed.

Per

haps the nine delegates who disagreed believed that government officials
and their agencies already are responsible and that to tamper with lines
of authority would benefit one branch of government at the expense of
another.

Other reasons are also possible.
The last statement of question III says that a new constitution

for North Dakota should enable government to keep pace with social and
economic change.

None of the delegates disagreed; fifty-four agreed;

forty-three strongly agreed.

All of the delegates saw keeping up with

the times as important in government.
A derived ranking system was employed to establish which of
the above five statements, if any, the delegates as a whole supported
the most.

To strongly agree was rated the highest rank and awarded one

point, whereas to strongly disagree was rated the lowest rank and
awarded four points; within these limits a ranking for all statements
was established.

Responses were given for all statements; it was, there

fore, unnecessary to give a ranking for no response.
how the derived ranks were obtained.

Table 10 illustrates

Assuming that Delegate A strongly

agreed with the first statement, agreed with statements two and three,
disagreed with statement four, and agreed with statement five, his
derived ranking would be as follows;

the derived rank for statement
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one would be 1; for statements two, three, and five would be 3; and for
statement four would be 5.

This, of course, is a weighing of each state

ment's rank of a particular delegate against every other statement's
rank of that delegate.

The rankings are similarly derived for Delegates

B, C, D, and E.
A compilation of the derived rankings of the statements of each
delegate was made, and the rankings for each statement were added together.
The results were divided by ninety-seven, the number of delegates
responding to the questionnaire, to give the overall derived rank for
each statement.

These final ranks are shown in Table 11.

No pronounced difference is evident.

It appears that no one

statement received a great deal more agreement from the delegates than
did any other statement.

The small amount of variance indicates that

the delegates most highly agreed with statement two, that a new consti
tution for North Dakota should remove out-of-date structures from the
state government.

Statements one and five, that a new constitution

should create a more efficient government and should enable government
to keep pace with social and economic change, ranks a very close second
and third respectively.

Ranked next was statement four, that a new

constitution should establish clearer lines of responsibility among
governmental officials.

The lowest ranked was statement three, that a

new constitution should put more government into the hands of the people.
Generally, then, the delegates have various concepts about a
constitution and the convention.

Most of them believed that a constitu

tion should protect individual rights and promote the welfare of its
citizens.

In some cases, they believed it was necessary to keep the

government responsible and accountable to the public.

They believed
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that the constitution should not be so archaic as to retard progress.
Therefore, they believed that their task, in turn,

\<tas

to consider the

present constitution with a view toward improvement.

TABLE 10
DERIVED RANKING BASED ON AGREEMENT SCALE SCORES

Derived Ranking

Agreement Scale Score
Delegate

Statements
3
4

1

Statements
2
3
4

5

1

2

A

1

2

2

2

1

3

3

5

3

B

3

2

1

1

5

3.5

1.5

3.5

1.5

C

2

2

2

2

3.5

3.5

3.5

1

3.5

D

1

2

1.5

4

1.5

4

4

E

1

2

2

4.5

2

4.5

2
1

1
2

3
2
1
2
1

2

TABLE 11
FINAL DERIVED RANKS

Statement

Derived Rank

1) Create a more efficient government

2.81

(2)

2) Remove out-of-date structures from our state
government

2.67

(1)

3) Put more government into the hands of the
people

3.78

(5)

4) Establish clearer lines of responsibility
among governmental officials

2.93

(4)

5) Enable government to keep pace with social
and economic changes

2.82

(3)

5

CHAPTER III

DELEGATE ORIENTATIONS

A second category of political attitudes is delegate orienta
tions.

Orientations are ways of seeing one's self in relation to some

thing in your environment.

An individual can sense his relationship

to many different things at the same time and in the same environment.
He may even subconsciously feel a certain way and not consciously
acknowledge those feelings.

Moreover, orientations are bound to change

as the situation increases in familiarity or as new situations arise.
Four specific factors of orientation are included in this study:
role, pressure, inclination on change, and the convention process.

Role

orientation involves how each delegate perceives himself and his rela
tionship to other delegates and to his constituents.
two ideal types of representational roles.

There are at least

According to Friedman and

S tokes:
. . . a trustee operates as a free agent making up his own mind
with respect to issues even when he is aware of differences between
himself and his constituency. The delegate, on the other hand, feels
constrained to bow to the wishes of those he represents even when
he is in disagreement with them.l

^-Robert S. Friedman and Sybil L. Stokes, "The Role of Con
stitutional-Maker as Representative," Midwest Journal of Political
Science, IX (May, 1965), p. 159. The role conceptions here originated
with John C. Wahlke, Heinz Eulau, et.al., The Legislative System:
Explorations in Legislative Behavior (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1962).
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The first choice of question V on the questionnaire corresponds
to the trustee role and the second choice to the delegate role.

In

the third choice, the individual places the decisions of the majority
of delegates above either his own will or that of his constituents.
This would be what Riemer calls the politico role— one who votes on
different bases depending on the issues confronting him.l

Eighty-one

percent responded that as constitutional delegates making decisions,
they relied on their own knowledge of what's best.
the trustee role.

These people prefer

Twelve percent thought of themselves in the delegate

role; they relied on the views expressed by their constituents.

No

reference was given as to how the views of their constituents were deter
mined.

Six percent said they relied on the views that will gain greatest

agreement among the delegates.

They seemed to defer to the consensus

of the convention rather than express any personal viewpoint.

The poli

tico may vote essentially as a delegate on one issue, as a trustee on
another, and along partisan lines on a third issue.

No evident pattern

emerges as a possible explanation for the politicos.

Half of them are

Republicans and half are Democrats.

All ate males.

Two are self-

employed, three are in business, and one is unemployed/retired. Three
have an elementary/high school education; one has two years of trade
school or college; one has a post-graduate education; one declined to
give his educational background.

Four of the politicos are from rural

communities; two are from urban communities.

Two were state legislators

in the past; only one is currently a legislator.

The obvious prediction

^Neal Riemer, ed., The Representative, (Indianapolis, Indiana:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1967), p. 10.
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would have been to characterize the politicos as possible legislators
or past legislators with some leadership position.

However, the back

ground check shows no such pattern.
In answering question IV, several delegates said they relied
on more than one role.

When asked which role they relied upon the

most, the majority responded as trustees.

It seems, then, that in the

environment of a constitutional convention, most decisions of the dele
gates, if not of vital concern to their constituents or their political
party, are made on the basis of the delegate's own knowledge.
A second factor of orientation is pressure.
question VII ask the delegate if he feels pressure.

Two parts of
The first involves

pressure from other delegates to conform to a certain view.
involves pressure from outside groups.

Pressure may be present, but

the person to whom it is directed may be oblivious to it.
pressure, but need not succumb to it.
given the delegates.
to specific instances.

The second

One may feel

No definition for pressure was

In some cases, however, the delegates referred
Several delegates related that they had received

mail or telephone calls advocating a certain viewpoint.

Forty dele

gates indicated they felt some pressure from outside groups; fiftyseven indicated they did not.

Thirteen delegates felt pressure from

other delegates to conform to a certain view; eighty-four did not.

The

answers given probably depended on how the individual delegate defined
or perceived pressure.
A third factor of orientation is a delegate's inclination or
disposition on change.

Before change takes place, the need for a new

practice must be perceived.

The satisfied person is much less likely
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to change.

Some people are more prone to change than others, and per

sonal values can speed or retard change.1
Delegate orientation toward change may be a crucial factor in
a constitutional convention.

The very fact that a constitutional con

vention exists seems to indicate some revision is called for.
Three questions from the questionnaire reflect a delegate's
disposition on change.
from question III.

One of these comes from question II; two come

Question II has already been explained in relation

to delegate concepts and the M.P.C. index.
II, however, also relates to change.

The fifth point of question

It states as a possible purpose

of a constitution, that a constitution insures that the government can
act when necessary.

Delegates who believe flexibility and adaptability

are necessary for government today will rank this choice highly.

Dele

gates who are not as predisposed toward change and initiative in the
government will rank it much lower.
Question III also relates to change twice.

It states that

ideally a new constitution for North Dakota should remove out-of-date
structures from the state government, and also that a new constitution
should enable government to keep pace with social and economic change.
Those delegates inclined toward change would agree, somewhat or strongly,
with both statements.
disagree.

Those delegates not inclined toward change would

Delegates are scored on the basis of their answers.

Those

who strongly agreed receive one point, those who agreed, two points, and
those who disagreed, three points.

No delegate strongly disagreed on

^"Herbert H. Lionberger, Adoption of New Ideas and Practices
(Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1960), p. 16.
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either of these two statements in question III.

The numerical ranks

from question II are added to these two scores for question III and
used to place the delegates on a change index.

As shown in Table 12,

delegates who scored three to five are high on the index, those who
scored six to eight are moderate, and those who scored nine to eleven
are low.

The greatest number of delegates, forty-six, are moderates.

Forty-one delegates rate high, and ten delegates rate lox^ on the index.

TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE CHANGE INDEX

Medium

High
Score

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of people

6

13

22

16

16

14

Total Number of
people

41

46

Low
9 10
6

3

11
1

10

For further analysis, the delegates' inclinations on change
are compared with various background variables.

Table 13 shows that

the largest percentage of both Democrats and Independents are highly
inclined toward change.

The largest percent of Republicans, 51.9 per

cent, are in the medium group.

Republicans have the lowest percent of

the three parties in the high group and the greatest percent in the
low group.

Democrats have the smallest percent of all, 3.4 percent,

in the low group.
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TABLE 13

INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE BY POLITICAL PARTY PREFERENCE

Democrat

Independent

Republican

High

55.2%

55.6%

33.3%

Medium

41.4

33.3

51.9

3.4

11.1

14.8

100.0%

100.0%

Low

Total

100.0%

* N =

29

9

54

’•Total excludes five persons who either gave no party preference
or indicated a preference for another party.

Table 14 compares the delegated inclination on change with their
occupations.

The largest percentage of the self-employed and those in

business are in the medium group.

The largest percent of professionals,

government service, and the unemployed/retired are in the high group.
Of all groups, the unemployed/retired have the greatest percentage in
the low group, followed next by the professionals.

Compared with other

groups, the self-employed have the highest percent, 60.9 percent in the
medium group and the lowest percent, 30.4 percent in the high group.
Comparing inclination toward change and education, Table 15
three-fourths of those with an elementary/high school education are
moderately inclined toward change.

Those with a two year degree and

post-graduate education are closely divided between the medium and
high groups.

Those with a two year degree have a slightly higher

percentage in the high group, and those with post-graduate education
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TABLE 14

INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE BY OCCUPATION

Business

Profes
sional

SelfEmployed

Government
Service

Unemployed/
Retired

High

45.9%

45.0%

30.4%

66.7%

42.9%

Medium

48.6

40.0

60.9

33.3

35.7

5.4

15.0

8.7

0.0

21.4

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

37

20

23

Degree

Low

Total
N =

14

3

TABLE 15
INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE BY EDUCATION
4 Year
Degree

Pos t
Graduate

Elementary/
High School

2 Year Trade
School/College

High

16.7%

46.2%

51.7%

40.7%

Medium

75.0

42.3

41.4

44.4

8.3

11.5

6.9

14.8

Degree

Low

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

99.9%

* N =

12

26

29

27

*Total equals ninety-four.

have a slightly higher percent in the medium group.

Those with four

year degrees have the greatest percent of all groups in the high cate
gory and the lowest percent of all groups in the low category.

In
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some cases it appears that as the educational level rises, an indivi
dual would be more inclined toward change.
Males and females, as shown in Table 16, have approximately
the same percent in the high group.

Females have an equal percent,

42.9 percent, in the high and medium groups.

Males have a slightly

higher percent in the medium than in the high group.

Compared with

females, a greater percentage of males are in the medium group and a
lesser percentage are in the low group than are females.

TABLE 16
INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE BY SEX

Degree

Female

Male

High

42.9%

42.2%

Medium

42.9

48.2

Low

14.3

9.6

100.1%

100.0%

14

83

Total
N =

According to Table 17, over one-half of those who were past
state legislators are highly inclined toward change.

Slightly over

one-half of those who are not past state legislators are in the medium
group.

Thus, comparing the two groups, past state legislators have the

greatest percent in the high group, and those who are not past state
legislators have the greatest percent in the medium group.
have approximately the same percentage in the low category.

Both groups
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TABLE 17

INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE AS RELATED TO
PAST SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR
Not a Past
State Legislator

Was a Past
State Legislator

High

38.1%

51.5%

Medium

50.8

39.4

Low

11.1

9.1

Total

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

63
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Degree

Gamma = -.22

*Total excludes one person who did not indicate whether or
not he had been a past state legislator.

As the Gamma shows, there is a slight association between past service
as a state legislator and inclination toward change.

A past state

legislator is more likely to be high on the change index than are
those who are not past legislators.
As in Table 17, Table 18 shows that those with legislative
service, in this case current, have a greater percent in the high group
and a lower percent in the medium group than do those who are not cur
rently state legislators.

In this instance, however, the current state

legislators have a slightly higher percent in the low group than do
those not currently state legislators. Gamma shows a very slight asso
ciation exists between being change prone and those who are not current
legislators.
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TABLE 18

INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE AS RELATED TO PRESENT
SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR
Not a Current
State Legislator

Currently a
State Legislator

High

40.9%

55.6%

Medium

48.9

33.3

Low

10.2

11.1

100.0%

100.0%

Degree

Total

9

88

N =
Gamma = -.211

All nine current state legislators who were delegates have
also been state legislators in the past.

Twenty-four past state legis

lators are not currently state legislators.

Like current legislators,

the greatest percent of past legislators are highly inclined toward
change.

However, current legislators have a slightly higher percent

in the high group than do the past legislators.

It appears possible

that as state legislators leave the legislative assembly, a small
percent of them would move from the highly inclined toward change to
the moderately inclined.
Delegate inclination toward change varies according to the
population of a delegate's residential community, as shown in Table 19.
Delegates from urban areas have an equal percent, 45.2 percent, in
the high and medium groups.

The greatest percent of delegates from

rural communities are moderately inclined toward change.

Compared
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with delegates from urban communities, those from rural communities have
a greater percent in the medium and low groups and a lesser percent in
the highly inclined toward change group.

TABLE 19
INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE BY POPULATION
OF DELEGATE'S RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY

Degree

Urban3

Ruralb

High

45.2%

40.0%

Medium

45.2

49.1

9.5

10.9

99.9%

100.0%

42

55

Low

Total
N =

aUrban = more than 2,500 people
^Rural = 2,500 people or less

In summary, some delegates are more inclined toward change
than are others.

A greater percentage of Democrats and Independents

are highly inclined toward change than are Republicans.

The largest

percent of those who are professional, in government service or unemployed/
retired are also in the high group.

The largest numbers of those who

have two and four year degrees are highly inclined toward change.

Females

have a slight edge over males in the high group, but a greater percent
of women than men are in the low group.

Delegates who were or currently

are state legislators have a greater percent in the highly inclined
toward change group than do those who are not past or current state
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legislators.

Delegates from urban communities have a greater percent

who are highly inclined toward change than do delegates from rural
communities who have the greatest percent in the medium and low groups.
A Democrat, male or female, from an urban community, with a four year
degree, in government service, and either a past or current state
legislator, would probably be highly inclined toward change.

On the

other hand, a Republican, female, from a rural community, unemployed,
with a post-graduate education, and neither a past nor current state
legislator, would probably be much less receptive to change.
It should be noted that those delegates who have a low inclina
tion toward change— the skeptics— may play a useful role by providing
a degree of stability.!

It is possible that rapid, reckless change

may prove more harmful than archaic, obsolete practices.

A stabilizing

influence is necessary for constructive progress.
As with the M.P.C. index, the majority of delegates, forty-six,
are moderately inclined toward change.
one, rate highly inclined toward change.
the scale.

Nearly as many delegates, fortyOnly ten persons rate low on

On the whole, then, the vast majority of delegates are at

least somewhat receptive to change.

The small number of delegates who

are not receptive to change serve the genuine function of stability main
tenance .
A fourth factor of orientation is the convention process.
Question IV of the questionnaire states that a constitutional convention
is something special and is, therefore, above party politics.

Sixty-six

^Herbert F. Lionberger, Adoption of New Ideas and Practices,
(Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1960), p. 10.
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delegates strongly agreed, twenty-one agreed, eight disagreed, and two
strongly disagreed.

In reality, the question asks whether delegates

believed party politics has a place in a constitutional convention.
Despite this, it is probable that a delegate believed a constitutional
convention should be above party politics and conceived it along
theoretical lines.
Another closely related question dealing with delegate orienta
tion toward the convention process, question VI, states that it is
wrong to compromise on constitutional issues.

Twenty-five delegates

agreed with that statement, six of them strongly.

Sixty-eight dele

gates disagreed.

Delegates are also

Four others strongly disagreed.

asked why they felt as they did about compromising constitutional issues.
Of the six delegates who strongly agreed that it is wrong to compromise
on constitutional issues, five said they felt this way because basic
rights and principles shouldn’t be compromised.

One said he felt that

way because compromise shouldn't involve philosophy, but that it may be
necessary on minor issues.

Of the four delegates who disagreed with

the statement that it is wrong to compromise on constitutional issues,
three believed so because compromise is necessary to accomplish any
thing.

One of those who strongly disagreed believed compromise on

constitutional issues was not wrong, although basic rights shouldn't
be compromised.

It is possible that this person saw basic rights as

something apart from or above constitutional issues.

On the other hand,

those who strongly agreed with the statement seem to see basic rights
as the essence of constitutional issues.
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A third closely related question concerning a delegate's orien
tation to the convention process, question VIII, states that constitu
tional conventions are as political as anything else.

In asking this

question, the word political is defined as meaning that groups other
than political parties are contesting for power.
thirteen of them strongly.

Most delegates agreed,

Thirty-one delegates disagreed, one of them

s trongly.
As an investigation into attitudinal orientation, the above
three questions probe the delegate's beliefs on compromise, partisan
politics, and politics per se in the light of a constitutional conven
tion.
terms.

Delegate responses can be evaluated in idealistic and realistic
As defined by Sprague, Cornwell, and Goodman, realistic responses

conform to the view that:
. . . laws and constitutions are social compromises, the results
of political struggles between opposing forces. An idealistic
response, on the other hand, would conform with views in which
constitutions are seen as compilations of norms reflecting more
fundamental values and ideals of justice.1
From delegate responses to these three questions, an Idealist-Realist
continuum is formed.

Questions IV and VI are rated on a similar scale.

Those responding 'strongly agree' are given one point.
'agree' are given two points.
three points.

Those responding

Those responding 'disagree' are given

Those responding 'strongly disagree' are given four points.

Since there are no omissions, no points assigned thus.
to score question VIII is just the reverse.

The scale used

Those delegates who strongly

^John Sprague, Elmer E. Cornwell, Jr., and Jay S. Goodman,
"Judicial Role in a Nonjudicial Setting," Law and Society, IV,
Number 3 (February, 1970), p. 375.
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agreed are given four points.

Those who agreed receive three points.

Those who disagreed are given two points.
received one point.

Those who strongly disagreed

Again, the lack of omissions means that no points

are assigned thus.
The thirty-four delegates who scored from three to six are the
idealistic group.
pragmatic group.

The thirty-two delegates who scored seven are the
The thirty-one delegates who scored eight to twelve

points are the realistic group.

Slightly over one-third of the dele

gates are realistic, approximately one-third are pragmatic, and just
less than a third are realistic, as shown in Table 20.

TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE IDEALIST-REALIST INDEX

Pragmatic

Idealistic

Realistic

Score

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Number of
People

0

3

8

23

32

21

8

1

0

1

Total Number
of People

34

32

31

As was done with the M.P.C. and change indexes, various background variables are compared with the above index.

Table 21 shows

the Idealistist-Realist continuum by political party preference.

The

largest percent of the Democrats are idealistic, and the smallest per
cent realistic.

The largest percent of Republicans are realistic,

and the smallest percent idealistic.

The largest percent of Indepen

dents are pragmatists, followed by idealists and then realists.

Of
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all groups, Democrats have the greatest percent of the idealists,
Republicans of the realists, Independents of the pragmatists.

Indepen

dents have the lowest percent of all realists as do Republicans of all
idealists.

TABLE 21
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM BY POLITICAL PARTY PREFERENCE

Continuum

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Idealist

41.4 %

33.3%

29.6%

Pragmatist

34.5

44.4

33.3

Realist

24.1

22.2

37.0

Total

100.0%

99.9%

99.9%

* N =

29

9

54

*Total equals ninety-two. Five persons are excluded who either
gave no party preference or indicated a preference for another party.

According to Table 22, those in business, retired, or unemployed
have the largest percent of pragmatists within their group.

The smallest

percent of business and unemployed/retired and the self-employed are
realists.

The largest percent of professionals are realists and the

smallest percent are pragmatists.

The largest percent of both the

self-employed and those in government service are idealists.

Besides

those in government service, representing only three people, the selfemployed have the highest percent of idealists.
have the greatest percent of pragmatists.
percent of realists.

The unemployed/retired

Professionals have the highest
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TABLE 22
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM BY OCCUPATION

Continuum

Business

Professional

Self
Employed

Government
Service

Unemployed/
Retired

Idealist

32.4%

35.0%

39.1%

66.7%

Pragmatist

37.8

10.0

34.8

0.0

57.1

Realist

29.7

55.0

26.1

33.3

14.3

Total

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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20

23

N =

28.6%

3

14

By education, fifty percent of those with an elementary/high
school or two year trade school/college educations are pragmatists.
The largest percent of those with four year degrees are idealists.
The largest percent of those with post-graduate educations are realists,
with the smallest percent being pragmatists.

Delegates with four year

degrees have nearly the same percent in the pragmatist and realist
groups.

Those with two year trade school/college education have

nearly the same percent in the idealist and realist groups.

Those

with elementary/high school educations have the lowest percent of
realists, while the post-graduates have the highest percent.

Those

with post-graduate educations have the lowest percent of pragmatists.
The greatest percent of idealists have four year degrees, as shown
in Table 23.
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TABLE 23
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM BY EDUCATION

Continuum

Elementary/
High School

Two Year
Trade School/
College

Four Year
Degree

PostGraduate

Idealist

33.3%

23.1%

48.3%

37.0%

Pragmatist

50.0

50.0

27.6

18.5

Realist

16.7

26.9

24.1

44.4

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

99.9%

* N =

12

26

29

27

*Total equals ninety-four.
education.

It excludes the no response on

By sex, females and males have an equal percent, 42.9 percent,
in the idealist and pragmatist groups.

The largest percent of males,

34.9 percent, are realists with only slightly less, 33.7 percent, who
are idealists.

Comparing the sexes, a greater percent of the females

are idealists and pragmatists than are males.

A greater percent of

the males, however, are realists than are females (see Table 24).
According to Table 25, the largest percent of delegates who
are not past state legislators are idealists, and the smallest percent
are pragmatists.

The largest percent of delegates who were past state

legislators are pragmatists, and the smallest percent are idealists.
Comparing the two groups, the highest percent of idealists are those
who are not past state legislators.

The greatest percent of the prag

matists are past state legislators.

Realists are nearly evenly divided,

past legislators having a slightly higher percent than those who were
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not state legislators.

This slight association, shown by Gamma, could

indicate that past legislators tend to view the constitutional conven
tion as typical of a political process more than do those who are not
past legislators.

TABLE 24
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM BY SEX

Female

Male

Idealist

42.9%

33.7%

Pragmatist

42.9

31.3

Realis t

14.3

34.9

100.1%

99.9%

14

83

Continuum

Total
N =

TABLE 25
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM AS RELATED TO
PAST SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR
Not a Past
State Legislator

Was a Past
State Legislator

Idealist

41.3%

24.2%

Pragmatist

28.6

42.4

Realist

30.2

33.3

100.1%

99.9%

64

33

Continuum

Total
N =
Gamma = .203
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Current state legislators, as shown in Table 26, have 77.8 per
cent in the realist group.
ists and pragmatists.

They are equally divided between the ideal

The largest percent of those not currently state

legislators are idealists.

Almost as high a percent are pragmatists.

The smallest percent of those not currently state legislators are real
ists.

Overwhelmingly, current state legislators are most likely realists

while those not currently state legislators are more inclined to be
idealists or pragmatists.

TABLE 26
IDEALIST REALIST CONTINUUM AS RELATED TO
PRESENT SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR

Continuum

Not a Current
State Legislator

Currently a
State Legislator

Idealis t

37.5%

11.1%

Pragmatist

35.2

11.1

Realist

27.3

77.8

100.0%

100.0%

Total

88

N =

DF = 2 P = <.01 Chi Square = 9.57

9
Gamma = .718

A gamma of .718 indicates a strong association between present state
legislators and the realistic viewpoint.
a probability less than .01.

The Chi square of 9.57 has

That means this situation would occur

by chance less than one time in a hundred.
The nine current state legislators have also been state legis
lators in the past.

Comparing current and past state legislators, it
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seems probable that as state legislators leave the state legislative
assembly, a shift occurs from a realistic view toward a more pragmatic
view in general, and possibly toward a more idealistic view.
By population of their residential communities, the largest
percent of the urban delegates are realists, 38.1 percent, followed
by 35.7 percent as idealists.

The largest percent of rural delegates

are pragmatists, followed closely by idealists.

Both urban and rural

delegates have nearly the same percent as idealists.

However, rural

delegates have the greater percent as pragmatists, and urban delegates
the greater percent as realists (see Table 27).

TABLE 27
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM BY POPULATION
OF DELEGATE'S RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY

Continuum

Urban

Rural

Idealist

35.7%

34.5%

Pragmatist

26.2

38.2

Realist

38.1

27.3

100.0%

100.0%
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55

Total
N =

In summary, the delegates are almost equally divided into
idealists, realists and pragmatists.

There are a few more idealists

than there are realists or pragmatists.

A female delegate, who is a

Democrat, has a four year degree, is self-employed, and is neither a
past or current state legislator would probably be an idealist.

A
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female delegate who is Republican, has a post-graduate education, lives
in a rural community, is a professional, has been a state legislator
in the past but is not one currently would probably be a pragmatist.
A male delegate who has an elementary/high school or two year trade
school/college education, is unemployed/retired, an Independent, from
an urban community, and was a state legislator and is one currently
would probably be a realist.
Interesting correlations are found among these background
characteristics.

For instance, it would seem probable that profes

sionals would have a post-graduate education.

Educationally, the

highest percent of the realists were found among those delegates who
had a post-graduate education.

Also, comparing past and present state

legislators reveals that the largest percent of past legislators are
more apt to be pragmatists than realists.
of the current legislators are realists.

However, over three-fourths
A possible assumption would

be that serving as a state legislator gives a person insight and know
ledge into the feasibility and practical application of such governmen
tal principles as compromise.

Perhaps the current legislator is more

in tune with the present, thus he is the most realistic while the past
legislator tends to be more pragmatic.
The remaining questions of the questionnaire also relate to
delegate orientation, but in a more general way.

Question VII asks

if the delegates felt that the general public has participated in the
work of the convention.
responded no.

Sixty-six delegates responded yes; thirty-one

A few delegates commented that the public was not

participating nearly as much as it should.

No indication was given by

the delegates as to the means through which the public should participate.
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The last part of question VII asks if, through compromise, most attitudes
on an issue can be satisfied.

Seventy-two delegates responded in the

affirmative, twenty-four answered in the negative, and one refused to
respond.

Thus, although the majority of the delegates believed that

most attitudes can be satisfied through compromise, a small portion of
the delegates would not compromise on a constitutional issue.
Question IX asks the delegates to rank the order in which
various interest groups merit protection of their interests and privi
leges against future legislative action.

As many as forty delegates

refused to rank all or some of the choices . Many said no one group should
have special privileges.

In general, most delegates refused to respond

to the question at all or answered hesitantly.
be derived from this question.

No clear indication can

Of those delegates who did rank the

choices, groups such as business, property owners, farmers, and laborers
were ranked before women, racial minorities, and churches.
Questions X and XI relate to the delegate's orientation towards
the convention itself.

Question X asks what one thing the delegate

liked least about being a delegate at the convention.
are shown in Table 28.

The responses

The one thing least liked by the most people

was the slow pace of the convention.

In lesser order they disliked the

demands on one's personal life, the limited time of the convention,
the attitudes of and pressure from other delegates, the unfamiliar or
complicated procedures, the complexity of the tasks, the political
atmosphere at the convention, and the public's lack of knowledge and
participation.

Of the delegates, 7.2 percent found nothing in particu

lar they liked least about being a delegate.

Outside of the demands
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upon their personal lives, most of what the delegates disliked concerned
the convention process, procedures, and mechanics.

TABLE 28
THINGS LIKED LEAST ABOUT BEING A DELEGATE

Percentage

Responses

The slow pace of the convention
•Demands on personal life
Limited time for convention to complete it's work
The attitudes and pressure from other delegates
The unfamiliar and complicated procedures
Nothing in particular
The complexity of the task
The political atmosphere of the convention
General public's lack of knowledge and participation
Total

25.8
22.7
10.3
10.3
10.3
7.2
6.2
5.2
2.1
99.8

On the other hand, question XI asks what one thing the delegates
liked most about being a delegate at the convention.

The responses to

this question are shown in Table 29.

Over a third of the delegates responded that taking part in a
historic event was the one thing they liked most about being a dele
gate.

Other delegates noted the opportunity to plan for the future,

the educational experience, the discussion of issues, and interaction
with other delegates.

For the most part, the delegates looked upon

their participation in the convention as a rewarding experience.
Question XII asks in what way the convention turned out to be
different from what the delegates had expected.

The reasons for favor-

able/neutral responses are shown in Table 30; the reasons for unfavorable
responses are shown in Table 31.
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TABLE 29
THINGS LIKED MOST ABOUT BEING A DELEGATE

Responses

Percentage

Participation in an important and historic event
Making significant improvement, for the future
Educational Experience
Association with other delegates
Representing and serving the people
Debate and discussion of ideas
Cooperation and consideration of the delegates

39.2
19.6
17.5
7.2
7.2
7.2
2.1

Total

100.0

TABLE 30
FAVORABLE/NEUTRAL WAYS CONVENTION HAS BEEN DIFFERENT THAN EXPECTED

Responses

Number of People

Nothing/no response
Less factionalism, partisanship, lobbying than expected
Cooperation, toleration of delegates
Complexity of the task
Active participation of the delegates
Less change needed than anticipated
Better organization than anticipated

29
15
12
11
3
1
1

Total

72

A total of seventy-two delegates responded favorably or were
neutral on ways the convention had been different than anticipated.
Twenty-five delegates responded with unfavorable ways.

Fifteen dele

gates expected more factionalism, partisanship, and lobbying than they
experienced at the convention; five delegates saw evidence of more than
they had anticipated.

Five delegates experienced more desire to change
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the original constitution than they had expected; one delegate found
that less change was needed than he had anticipated.
delegates saw the convention in a favorable light.

On the whole,
Most of the unfavor

able comments about the convention dealt with the convention process.

TABLE 31
UNFAVORABLE WAYS CONVENTION HAS BEEN DIFFERENT THAN EXPECTED

Number of People

Responses

Slow, detailed process of the convention
Desire to change the original constitution
More factionalism, partisanship, lobbying than expected
Use of Legislative procedure
Reliance on the language of the old constitution
Lack of public interest
Reluctance to trust the legislature
Decision-making on basis of what voters will accept
rather than what's best for people
Delegates experienced in government who are unwilling
to get involved in debate

7
5
5
3
1
1
1
1
1

Total

25

The final question on the questionnaire states:

would you say

the influence of political parties in this convention has been strong,
moderate, or weak?

Four delegates responded that the influence of

political parties had been strong; thirty-four delegates responded that
the influence of political parties had been moderate; and fifty-nine
responded that it had been weak.

Of the four delegates who believed

the influence of political parties had been strong, none were either
past or current state legislators.

The four consisted of one Democrat,

two Republicans, and one Independent.

A small number of delegates

responded that the influence of political parties xjas nil.

They were
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included with those who responded that it was weak.

Thus, at least

the presence and also the influence of political parties at the con
vention was acknowledged by nearly all delegates.

The majority, how

ever, believed the parties' influence to be weak rather than moderate
or strong.
In summary, the constitutional delegates have various orien
tations towards the role they played, the pressure they felt, their
inclination on change, and how they perceived the convention process.
The majority see themselves in the trustee role; they do not feel
pressure from other delegates or from outside groups.

Regarding

change, the greatest number of delegates are moderately inclined toward
change; nearly as many are highly inclined toward change.

Concerning

the convention process, the delegates are nearly equally divided
between those who saw the constitution as part of the political pro
cess and struggle, those who saw the constitution as a reflection of
fundamental values and ideals, and those who fell somewhere in between.
The typical delegate relies mainly on his own judgment in making deci
sions, does not particularly feel pressure, and is willing and ready to
make changes.

Although frustrated by procedural rules, the convention

is a serious and important matter to him.

CHAPTER IV

DELEGATE BEHAVIOR

The political attitudes of the constitutional convention dele
gates may be reflected somewhat by their behavior.
behavior is voting.

One aspect of this

By the analysis of delegate roll call votes on

selected issues, their political attitudes should be verified.
Six proposal issues are selected on which the convention had
taken roll call votes.

Since there is often more than one roll call

vote on a particular issue, the first roll call is used.

Each of the

six issues involves a change from the present constitution.
The first issue, the adoption of a unicameral or a bicameral
legislature, was one of frequent debate and discussion at the conven
tion.

Ultimately, the proposal went on the ballot as an alternate

proposal.

The second issue, a proposal on environmental protection,

recognized the right of each person to a healthful environment, and
provided for the enforcement of this right through appropriate legal
proceedings.

The "short ballot," the third issue, called for reducing

the number of elected state officials from fourteen to seven and giving
the governor more appointive power.

The fourth issue involved the crea

tion of an independent government agency, or ombudsman, to receive com
plaints against state agencies and officials.
Missouri Plan for the selection of judges.

The fifth issue was the

Instead of electing judges,

under the Missouri Plan a commission of seven men would recommend three
50
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persons to the governor.
select one to be a judge.

From these three persons the governor would
At subsequent elections, the voters would

approve or disapprove of the judge's continuation in office.
issue involved declaring persons over eighteen
for all purposes.

The sixth

years of age adults

For the analysis of this issue, the second roll call

vote is used because it came after a clarification by the Attorney
General on the legal implications of the proposal.

On the first roll

call the full significance of the proposal was not known.
All of the above six issues involved innovations or change
from the original constitution.

Based on the individual delegate votes

on the issues, a measure of each delegate's inclination toward innova
tion can be derived.

In relation to the unicameral-bicameral vote,

the present constitution provides for a bicameral legislature.
delegates who voted in favor of bicameralism are scored -1.

Thus,

Delegates

who voted in favor of unicameralism, an innovation, are scored +1.
The present constitution has no provision concerning the other five
issues.

Thus, a vote in favor of any one of the proposals is scored

+1; a vote against any of the proposals is scored a -1.

Delegates who

were absent or who did not vote on an issue score zero thereon.

Thus,

the cumulative scores of the six issues for each delegate range from +6
to -6.

Table 32 shows that twenty-one delegates score +3 or higher.

In the context of this study, these delegates are the innovators.

The

fifty-seven delegates who score from +2 to -2 are the pragmatists.
Although not as inclined toward change, at least on these six issues,
the pragmatists are more willing to see change made than are the tradi
tionalists.

Nineteen delegates score from -2 to -6 on the index.

These
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traditionalists, at least on these six issues, are not generally inclined
toward change although they may support innovation in a few instances.

TABLE 32
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE ROLL CALL INDEX

Innovators
Score
Number
of
People

Pragmatists

+6 +5 +4 +3

+2

+1

2

20

4

6

0 13
21

Total

0

Traditionalists

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

4

14

2

12

0

5

15
5.7

19

Comparison with various background characteristics of the dele
gates should show what types of people are innovators, pragmatists,
and traditionalists.

The first background characteristic tested is

political party preference as shown in Table 33.

TABLE 33
ROLL CALL INDEX BY POLITICAL PARTY PREFERENCE

Democrats
Traditionalists

0.0%

Independents

Republicans

11.1%

31.5%

Pragmatists

65.5

33.3

59.3

Innovators

34.5

55.6

9.3

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

29

9
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*Total excludes five persons who either gave no party pre
ference or indicated a preference for another party.
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The greatest percentage of traditionalists are Republicans,
followed by the Independents; none of the Democrats score in this cate
gory.

The greatest percent of the pragmatists are Democrats, closely

followed by the Republicans; Independents score the lowest percentage
as pragmatists.

The greatest number of innovators are Independents,

followed by the Democrats; only a low percentage of Republicans fall
in this category.

From another viewpoint, the Democrats score none

as traditionalists, about two-thirds as pragmatists, and about onethird as innovators.

The Independents score only 11 percent as tradi

tionalists, approximately one-third as pragmatists, and over half (55
percent) as innovators.

The Republicans score almost one-third as

traditionalists, almost 60 percent as pragmatists,
percent as innovators.

and less than 10

Comparing Republicans and Democrats only, both

are strongly pragmatic, but the Democrats rate higher as innovators
and the Republicans as traditionalists.
According to Table 34 the largest percent of all the occupa
tional groups except those in government service are pragmatists.
Government service, which consisted of only three people, has 66.7
percent as innovators and 33.3 percent as pragmatists.

The smallest

percent of business and professionals are traditionalists.

The smallest

percent of the self-employed and the unemployed/retired are innovators.
The greatest percent of the innovators, excluding government service,
are the professionals followed by those in business.

The greatest per

cent of the traditionalists are the unemployed/retired.
As shown in Table 35, the largest percent of each of the educa
tional groups are pragmatists.

Although there are no innovators among

the elementary/high school education group, 41.7 percent of those with
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an elementary/high school education are traditionalists.
percent of those with two year degrees are innovators.

The smallest
On the other

hand, the smallest percent of the four year degree or post-graduate
education are the traditionalists.

TABLE 34
ROLL CALL INDEX BY OCCUPATION

Index

Profes
sional

Business

Self
Employed

Government
Service

Unemployed
Retired

0.0%

35.7%

Traditionalists

16.2%

10.0%

26.1%

Pragmatists

62.2

60.0

60.9

33.3

50.0

Innovators

21.6

30.0

13.0

66.7

14.3

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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20

23

3

14

Total
N =

TABLE 35
ROLL CALL INDEX BY EDUCATION

Index

Elementary/
High School

2 Year Trade
School/College

4 Year
Degree

Post
Graduate

Traditionalists

41 .7%

23.1%

13.8%

14.8%

Pragmatists

58 .3

65.4

55.2

55.6

Innovators

0 .0

11.5

31.0

29.6

Total

100 .0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

12

26

29

27

Gamma = .371
*Total excludes those who did not respond on their educational
background.
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The greatest percent of the traditionalists are those with an
elementary/high school education; those with the smallest percent are
the four year degrees.

There are no innovators among those having an

elementary/high school education; the two-year degree group shows the
lowest percentage of innovators of the remaining groups.

The greatest

percent of the innovators are those with four year degrees folloxved
next by the post-graduates.

As the Gamma indicates, there is a moderate

association between the role call index and education.

As the educa

tional level rises, delegates are more apt to be innovators and vote
for change.
By sex, half of the females are innovators, followed by 42.9
percent pragmatists and 7.1 percent traditionalists.

The largest per

cent of males, however, are pragmatists, followed by 21.7 percent as
traditionalists and 16.9 percent as innovators.

Comparing the two,

females have a greater percent of the innovators than do males.

Males

have the greater percent of pragmatists and traditionalists, as shown
in Table 36.

TABLE 36
ROLL CALL INDEX BY SEX

Index
Traditionalis ts

Female

Male

7.1%

21.7%

Pragmatists

42.9

61.4

Innovators

50.0

16.9

100.0%

100.0%

14

83

Total
N =

56

Thirty-three of the delegates served as past state legislators.
The largest percent of them, 63.6 percent, are pragmatists.
est percent, 12.1 percent, are innovators.

The small

Of those delegates who

were not past state legislators, the greatest percent, 55.6 percent,
are also pragmatists.

Unlike the past state legislators, the smallest

percent of those who were not past state legislators are traditionalists
The greatest percentage of both groups are pragmatists (see Table 37).

TABLE 37
ROLL CALL INDEX AS RELATED TO PAST
SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR

Index

Not a Past
State Legislator

Was a Past
State Legislator

Traditionalist

17.5%

24.2 %

Pragmatist

55.6

63.6

Innovator

27.0

12.1

Total

100.1%

99.9%

* N =

63

33

Gamma = -. 301

*Total excludes one person who gave no indication of whether
or not he was a past state legislator.

However, a greater percent of those who were past state legislators are
traditionalists, and a greater percent of those who were not past legis
lators are innovators.

The Gamma indicates a slight degree in innova

tion is lost upon election to the state legislature.
is evident.

No apparent reason

To speculate, it seems possible that once a person becomes

a legislator he has a position to protect and maintain.

Perhaps being
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a legislator makea a person face problems and aspects unrecognized
before.
Nine delegates are current state legislators.
innovators as is shown by the strong negative Gamma.

None of them are
The largest percent

of the current state legislators, 55.6 percent, are pragmatists.

Of the

eighty-eight delegates who are not current state legislators, the largest
percent are also pragmatists (see Table 38).

TABLE 38
ROLL CALL INDEX AS RELATED TO PRESENT
SERVICE AS A STATE LEGISLATOR

Not a Current
State Legislator

Currently A
State Legislator

Traditionalist

17.0%

44.4%

Pragmatist

59.1

55.6

Innovator

23.9

0.0
100.0%

100.0%

Total

9

88

N =
Gamma = -.682

However, unlike the current state legislators, nearly one-fourth
of those not currently state legislators are innovators.

Current state

legislators have a much greater percent, 44.4 percent, of the traditional
ists than do those who are not current legislators with 17 percent.
All nine current state legislators are also past state legisla
tors; twenty-four past legislators are not current.

Comparing current

state legislators with past state legislators, a greater percent of
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current state legislators are traditionalists than are past state legis
lators.

A greater percent of past state legislators are pragmatists

and innovators than are current state legislators.

It appears that as

a state legislator leaves the legislative assembly there is a slight
trend away from the traditionalist view and toward more pragmatism and
innovation.

Perhaps a current legislator tends to be less innovative

and inclined toward change because he wants to maintain his position.
The largest percent of delegates from both urban and rural
communities are pragmatists.

The greatest percent of the traditional-

ista are delegates from rural communities.
innovators are from urban communities.

The greatest percent of the

Compared with urban delegates,

rural delegates have the greater percent as pragmatists.

According to

the negative Gamma, the urban delegates are a little more apt to promote
change than are the rural delegates (see Table 39).

TABLE 39
ROLL CALL INDEX BY POPULATION OF DELEGATE'S
RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY
Urbana

Ruralb

Traditionalists

16.7%

21.8%

Pragmatists

54.8

61.8

Innovators

28.6

16.4

100.1%

100.0%

42

55

Index

Total
N =
Gamma = -.240

aUrban = over 2,500 people
'-’Rural = 2,500 people or less
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In summary, the greatest percent of each category for all back
ground characteristics tested are pragmatists.
ations does occur.

Beyond that, some vari

Generally, a female who is an Independent or a Demo

crat, from an urban community, is a professional or in business, has
a four-year degree or post-graduate education, and was not or currently
is not a state legislator is likely to be an innovator.

A male who is

Republican, from a rural community, is unemployed or retired, has an
elementary or high school education, and is currently or was in the past
a state legislator, is likely to be a traditionalist.
ever, the greatest number of delegates are pragmatists.

In all cases, how

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

This analysis of political conceptualizations and orientations
indicates that most of the delegates had a "middle of the road" approach
to the constitutional convention.
description.

Not all delegates, however, fit this

To form a delegate typology, attitudinal indexes of the

delegates are compared with the roll call index.
Comparing delegate voting behavior as expressed by the roll call
index and the M.P.C. scale, it could be expected that a delegate high on
the M.P.C. scale would not be an innovator.

The concepts of keeping

government accountable and restrained and being highly disposed toward
changes are, in most instances, in conflict.

The roll call index and

the M.P.C. scale are compared in Table 40.

TABLE 40
ROLL CALL INDEX BY M.P.C.

Index

High

M.P.C.
Moderate

Low

4.8%

Traditionalis ts

31.8%

22.2%

Pragmatists

59.1

57.8

61.9

Innovators

9.1

20.0

33.3

100.0%
22

100.0%
45

100.0%
21

Total
* N =

Chi Square = 7. 123 P = <.10 DF = 4 Gamma = .423
*Total excludes the nine persons who did not rate on the M.P.C
index.
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Of the traditionalists, the smallest percent are low on the
M.P.C. scale; the greatest percent are high on the M.P.C. scale.

The

innovators show the opposite trend, their smallest percent are high and
their greatest percent low on the M.P.C. scale.

Gamma shows that a

moderate association exists between being high on the M.P.C. scale and
being a traditionalist.

Individuals who ranked high on the M.P.C.

believed it was necessary and important to keep government accountable.
It seems logical that those people who wanted to keep government in
firm rein would not be as predisposed toward change as would those who
were not particularly concerned about keeping government responsible.
Being highly moralistic about one's political culture does not allow
innovations without first consulting one's conscience.

To the innovator,

keeping government responsible may be important, but it was not the
overriding concern.
Table 41 compares the roll call index with the change index.
It is assumed that an individual who is highly inclined toward change
would be more innovative and a person low on the change index would be
more traditional.

The Gamma shows a moderate association between being

disposed toward change and being innovative.

The greatest percent of

the innovators and the smallest percent of the traditionalists are
highly inclined toward change.

Inversely, the greatest percent of the

traditionalists and the smallest percent of the innovators are low on
the change index.

Pragmatists are the largest percent of those high and

medium on the change index:

the largest percent of those low on the

index are traditionalists.

Thus, delegate voting behavior moderately

reflects their orientation toward change.
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TABLE 41

ROLL CALL INDEX BY THE CHANGE INDEX

Index

High

Traditionalists

9.8%

Medium

Low

21.7%

50.0%

Pragmatists

61.0

60.9

40.0

Innovators

29.3

17.4

10.0

100.1%

100.0%

100.0%

41

46

10

Total
N =
Chi Square = 9.633

P = <.05

DF = 4

Gamma = -.423

The Roll Call Index is compared with the Idealist-Realist
Continuum in Table 42.

The greatest percent of the traditionalists,

42.1 percent are realists; while the greatest percent of the innovators,
61.9 percent, are idealists.

The smallest percent of the traditional

ists are idealists, 21.1 percent; the smallest percent of the innovators,
14.3 percent, are pragmatists.

The innovators are nearly three times

as likely to be idealists as realists; the traditionalists are twice as
likely to be realists as idealists.

Thus it seems the largest number

of those highly disposed to vote for change also view the constitution
in the light of ideals beyond the realm of politics.

The greatest

number of those much less inclined to vote for change seem to view the
constitution in the light of political struggle and compromise.

The

traditionalist, while cautious about innovations, may take into considera
tion the political process and its many facets.
on paper is not the same in practice.

For him, an innovation

This is a logical proposition
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since as Tables 37 and 38 show, past and present legislators are more
likely to be traditionalists than innovators.

While the legislator

may be more cognizant of the realities of political struggle, he may
also feel his position threatened by change and thus seek to maintain
the status quo.

As an example, of the thirty-three delegates who are

past legislators, only nine voted in favor of a unicameral legislature.
Furthermore, only one of the nine present legislators voted in favor of
a unicameral legislature.

TABLE 42

Idealist

Pragmatist

Realist

Traditionalists

21.1%

36.8%

42.1%

100.0%

Pragmatists

ro
kO
CO

ROLL CALL INDEX BY THE IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM

38.6

31.6

100.0%

Innovators

61.9

14.3

23.8

100.0%

N =

34

32

31

Index

Chi Square = 9.733

P = <.05

DF = 4

Total

97

Gamma = -.343

Finally, the role call score is compared with delegate roles
in Table 43.

The largest percent of all delegate roles are pragmatists.

The smallest percent of the trustees are traditionalists; the smallest
percent of the delegate and politicos are innovators.

Thus, the

smallest number of those delegates who rely on their own knowledge in
making decisions are traditionalists when it comes to change.

The

smallest number of those delegates who rely on the consensus of their
constituents or the view of the majority of delegates in making a
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decision are innovators.

The largest percentage of the traditionalists

are in the politico category.
in the trustee group.
innovator.

The largest percentage of innovators are

Of the six people who are politicos, one is an

An innovator tends to rely on his own knowledge.

It seems

likely the innovator, out to bring about change, would be more outspoken
and speak from his own convictions than would a delegate or politico.

TABLE 43
ROLL CALL INDEX BY DELEGATE ROLE

Index

Trustee

Delegate

Traditionalist

19.0%

16.6%

33.3%

Pragmatist

55.7

75.0

66.7

Innovator

25.3

8.3

0.0

100.0%

99.9%

100.0%
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12

Total
N =

Politico

6

In most cases, delegate behavior somewhat reflects political
attitudes.

Delegates who incorporate selected moralistic elements in

their political culture are more apt to be traditionalists than inno
vators when voting on proposals involving change.

Inversely, delegates

less inclined to incorporate selected moralistic elements in their
political culture are more likely to be innovators than traditionalists
when voting on proposals involving change.

Considering the change

index, those delegates highly inclined toward change are more likely to
be innovators than traditionalists; those delegates low on the change
index are more apt to be traditionalists than innovators.

Comparing
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delegate behavior with their orientation toward the convention process,
the largest numbers of those not particularly inclined to vote for
change, the traditionalists, are realists in terms of viewing the con
vention as being political.

On the other hand, the largest numbers of

those highly inclined to vote for change, the innovators, are idealistic.
They see the constitution as composed of fundamental values and removed
from the political realm.
role choice.

Political attitudes are also reflected in

Most of those delegates highly inclined to vote for change

most often relied on their own knowledge when making decisions.

The

largest number of those who relied on the views of their constituents
are pragmatists when it comes to change.

Most of those who relied on

the consensus of the majority of delegates are traditionalists when
voting on proposals making changes.
In summary, the majority of the delegates fall into the moder
ate or pragmatic category.
characteristics:

The traditionalist, however, has certain

he tends to incorporate moralistic elements into his

political culture, he is the least disposed toward change of all the
delegates, he holds a realistic view of the constitution, and he generally
assumes the role of politico by voting on different bases depending
on the issue confronting him.
characteristics:

Conversely, the innovator also has certain

he does not generally incorporate moralistic elements

into his political culture, he is highly inclined toward change, he
holds a rather idealistic view of the constitution, and he assumes the
role of trustee by mostly relying on his own knowledge when making
decisions.
If the above delegate typology is genuine, it should be further
verified by the other indexes.

Table 44 compares inclination toward
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TABLE 44

INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE BY M.P.C.
M.P.C.
Moderate

High

Degree

High

4.5 %

Low

48.9%

57.1%

Medium

68.2

42.2

42.9

Low

27.3

8.9

0.0

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

* N =

22

45

21

Chi Square = 19.168

P = <.001

DF = 4

Gamma = -.609

*Total excludes the nine persons who did not rate on the M.P.C.
index.

change with the M.P.C. index.

According to the typology, a delegate

rated high on the M.P.C. scale should have a low inclination toward
change, and a delegate rated low on the M.P.C. index should rate high
on the change index.

As shown in Table 44, the greatest percent of

those low on change are high on M.P.C.; the greatest percent of those
high on change are low on M.P.C.

Thus the typology is verified by

these two indexes.
Comparing the idealist-realist continuum and the M.P.C. index,
it could be predicted from the typology that delegates high on the
M.P.C. index would be realists and delegates low on the M.P.C. index
would be idealists.

However, as Table 45 shows, those low on the M.P.C.

index are equally divided between the idealists and pragmatists.

The

realists are by far the smallest percent of those low on the M.P.C.
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index.

The largest percent of those high on the M.P.C. index are

pragmatists, closely followed by idealists.

Contrary to the typology,

realists make up the smallest percent of those high on the M.P.C. index.
Nevertheless, this table does indicate a dichotomy.

The greatest per

cent of those delegates moderate on the M.P.C. index are realists;
those delegates either high or low on the M.P.C. index tend to be either
idealists or pragmatists.

The typology has some validity in the fact

that if a realist is not moderate on the M.P.C. index, he tends to be
high, and idealists are most likely to be low on the M.P.C. index.

TABLE 45
IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM BY M.P.C.
M.P.C.
Moderate

Low

Continuum

High

Idealist

36.4%

31.1%

42.9%

Pragmatist

40.9

31.1

42.9

Realist

22.7

37.8

14.3

Total

100.0%

100.0%

100.1%

* N =

22

45

21

*Total excludes the nine persons who did not rank on the M.P.C.
index.

Table 46 compares the change index with the idealist-realist
continuum.

In accordance with the delegate typology, those delegates

high on the change index would be idealists and those low on the change
index would be realists.

The table, however, shows that the greatest

percent of those high on the change index are pragmatists, 46.9 per
cent closely followed by realists, 45.2 percent, with the smallest
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TABLE 46

CHANGE INDEX BY THE IDEALIST-REALIST CONTINUUM

Index

Idealist

Pragmatist

Realist

35.3%

46.9%

45.2%

Medium

55.9

40.6

45.2
9.7

Low

Total
N =

00
00

High

12.5

100.0%

99.9%

100.0%

41

46

10

percent being idealists, 35.3 percent.

Also, the greatest percent

of those low on the change index are pragmatists, 12.5 percent, fol
lowed by realists, 9.7 percent, and then idealists, 8.8 percent.
Although Table 45 does not fit the pattern and verify the delegate
typology, it does show that the vast majority of delegates are at
least moderately inclined toward change regardless of how they viewed
a constitution.

The behavioral measure of orientation toward change,

the roll call index in Table 42, is a much better indication of the
relationship between idealism-realism and change.

Instead of being a

self-evaluative indicator, the roll call index is a behavioral indicator.
Nevertheless, the indications from Table 46 verify the facts that most
delegates are moderates, pragmatic and medium on the change index.
not medium, they are high on the change index.

If

The conclusion is that

change is indeed a prominent element of the constitution.
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Formerly, state constitutional conventions have been studied
basically by a content analysis of the proposed document.
undertakes a perusal of the political aspects.

This study

The essential dynamic

nature of a constitutional convention has been described:
. . . the basic division or basis of conflict on which convention
delegates will align themselves is that between the desire to
institute reforms and the need to protect the structural status
quo.1
From this basic traditionalist/innovator cleavage, the political nature
of a constitutional convention evolves.

Much has been done with the

objective content and output of constitutional conventions, and too
little has been done on the more subjective, dynamic process taking
place within the convention.

The most important aspect of a constitu

tional convention may be the draft constitution produced.

However, it

is the essential dynamic nature of a convention— the delegate back
grounds, the roles they assume, the coalitions formed--which creates
and forms that draft.

Within the scope of this study, certain variables

have shown some predictive value:

the degree of incorporation of

moralistic elements within the delegate's political culture, delegate
inclination toward cyange, roles assumed by the delegate, delegate con
ceptualization of a constitution, delegate background characteristics,
and delegate roll call votes on selected proposals.

Further investiga

tion of the political attitudes and typology here described might be
accomplished by a comparison of the 1972 Proposed Constitution for North
Dakota and the attitudinal trends described here.

1-E. E. Cornwell Jr., J. S. Goodman, and W. R. Swanson, "State
Constitutional Conventions: Delegates, Roll Calls, and Issues,"
Midwest Journal of Political Science, XIV (February, 1970), p. 112.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

I.

II.

What would you say is the primary objective of this convention?

Rank in order of importance (1 most important, 2 next important,
etc.) the following possible purposes of a constitution:
_____ 1) A constitution is a means of holding public officials
accountable.
____ _2) A constitution insures that no one governmental offi
cial has too much power.
_____ 3) A constitution is a way of protecting individual rights
by limiting governmental interference.
_____ 4) A constitution establishes a system of fiscal respon
sibility .
_____ 5) A constitution insures that the government can act
when necessary.
6) A constitution promotes the welfare of the citizens.
7) A constitution preserves the traditions of the founding
fathers of our state.

III.

Ideally, a NEW constitution for North Dakota should:
> cn

CTO rr

1) Create a more efficient government

1)

2) Remove out-of-state structures from
our state government

2)

3) Put more government into the hands of the
3)
people
4) Establish clearer lines of responsibil
ity among governmental officials

4)

5) Enable government to keep pace with
social and economic change

5)

>
oo
n>
n

a G cn
H- W* rr
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IV.

A constitutional convention is something special and is, there
fore, above party politics:
1) Strongly Agree

V.

2)

Agree

3)

Disagree

4)

Strongly Disagree

As a constitutional delegate making decisions, do you rely upon:
_____ 1) Your own knowledgeof what is best
_____ 2) The views expressed by your constituents
_____ 3) The view that will gain greatest agreement among
delegates

VI.

It is wrong to compromise on constitutional issues:
1) Strongly Agree

2) Agree

3) Disagree

4) Strongly Disagree

Why do you feel that way?

VII.

As a delegate to this convention, do you feel:
1) Pressure from other delegates to conform
to a certain view

VIII.

1) YES

NO

Pressure from outside groups

2) YES

NO

The general public has participated
in the work of this convention

3) YES

NO

Through compromise most attitudes on an
issue can be satisfied

4) YES

NO

Constitutional conventions are as political as anything else:
1) Strongly Agree

IX.

2) Agree

3) Disagree

4) Strongly Disagree

Rank the order in which the following groups merit protection
of their interests and privileges against future legislative
action: (1 merits protection the most, 2 next, etc.)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Women
Racial Minorities
Churches
Business
Property Owners
Laborers
Farmers
Other ___________
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X.

XI.

What one thing do you like least about being a delegate to
this convention?

What one thing do you like most about being a delegate to this
convention?

XII.

In what way has the convention turned out to be different
from what you expected?

XIII.

Would you say the influence of political parties at this
convention has been:
1) Strong

2) Moderate

3) Weak
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January 28, 1972

% Constitutional Convention
State Capitol Building
Bismarck, N. Dak. 58501
Dear

:

Recently I visited the Constitutional Convention Plenary Session to
conduct personal interviews with the delegates. The interviews were
to determine their basic ideology and attitudes, to be used as a basis
for my Masters Degree in Political Science from UND. I was successful
in approaching ninety five of the delegates but was unable to contact
the remaining three. Obviously a contact with all ninety eight will
enhance the project and enable me to present a more comprehensive and
complete survey.
You, Mr.
, were one of the three persons I could not contact.
I am enclosing a copy of my questionnaire and sincerely hope that you
will be able to fill it out and return it to me in the enclosed enve
lope. Please rest assured that, although I request your name, no ref
erence will be made anywhere in my thesis to individual persons. The
names are necessary only for analysis of group background characteris
tics (age, sex, occupation) when related and compared to group attitudes.
I trust that I may hear from you soon. If you have any questions or
special comments, I shall be pleased to answer them. And if you desire
a copy of the thesis, please make a notation to that effect and I shall
send you one.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Cindy Rothe
Political Science
Department
University of North
Dakota

CR
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CHI SQUARE

The chi square (x2) is based on "a comparison of the sum of
squared deviations from the mean in a given sample with the variance
of the theoretical or assumed population."1

Algebraically, the formula

is:
X2 = E (0-E)2/e
E = the addition of the following series of values
0 = an observed value in the sample distribution
E = an expected value corresponding to the observed value
An example of the compilation of x2 for a 2x2 table will illustrate
the formula.

The null hypothesis is that no association exists between

the population density of an individual's residential community and his
political party.

The four cell entries of the basic table are the

observed values (12, 5, 6, 10), and the marginal totals are used to
arrive at the expected values, as shown in Table 47.

TABLE 47
OBSERVED VALUES AND MARGINAL TOTALS

Democrats

Rural
U rb an
Total

Republicans

Total

12
5
17
6____________________ 10__________________16
18
15
33

^Oliver Benson, Political Science Laboratory (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), p. 154.
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Table 48 shows how the expected values are obtained:

TABLE 48
EXPECTED VALUES

(18)

(17/33)

(13)

(17/33)

= 9.27

= 7.73

(18) (16/33)

(15) (16/33)

=10.33

= 4.28

Table 49 shows the additional values needed to apply the for
mula for x2 TABLE 49
ADDITIONAL VALUES

Cell

a
b
c
d

0

12
5
6
10

E

ge/T
he/T
gf/T
hf/T

= 9.27
= 7.73
= 10.33
= 4.28

a

b

e

c

d

f

g

h

T

D-E
(or D)
2.73
-2.73
-4.33
5.72

D2

7.55
7.55
18.75
32.62

d 2/e

.80
.98
1.82
7.62

X2 = Z (D2/e ) = 11.22
df = 1
p = < .001

For one degree of freedom (df) , the probability (p) is less
than one chance in a thousand that the association shown between

s
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population density of an individual's residential community and his
political party could arise by chance.

Degrees of' freedom on the

", . . number of entries in a distribution of a given size which are
free to vary randomly in magnitude if the total of all entries is
fixed.xhe

formula for determining degrees of freedom in a table of

R rows and C columns, with both R and C greater than one, is:
df = (R-l) (C-l)
Probability is determined according to df and the xZ by use of a
standardized statistical table of critical values of chi square.

‘'"Oliver Benson, Political Science Laboratory (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1969), p. 154.
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GAMMA

Table 50 shows the rank of constitutional delegates on inclina
tion toward change and moralistic political culture.

TABLE 50
DELEGATE INCLINATION TOWARD CHANGE

M.P.C.
High

Change

High
Medium
Low

Moderate

Low

1

22

12

15

19

9

6

4

0

Before gamma can be calculated, two interim figures are needed:
Ps = the population of pairs of cases with similar ranking
on both variables,
Pd = the proportion with different rankings on the two
variables.
To calculate P s , the number of cases below and to the right of each
cell in the table was added up
frequency.

and the total multiplied by the cell

This equaled the number of correct predictions.

of these predictions were added to get Ps.

1

22
19

9

4

0

1 x 32 = 32

9
0
22 x 9 = 198

Then all
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19

15
4
X

O'

0

19 x 0 = 0

+ = 60

Ps = 32 + 198 + 60 + 0 = 290
To calculate Pd, each cell frequency was multiplied by the number of
cases below and to the left of it and the totals added.

12

22
15

15

19

6

6

4

22 x 21 = 462

9

19

12 x 44 = 528

6

6

4

19 x 6 = 114

9 x 10 = 90

Pd = 642 + 528 + 114 + 90 = 1194
Now, the formula for gamma:
G = Ps-Pd
Ps+Pd
290 - 1194
___________
290 + 1194

=

-904
______

= -.609
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A negative gamma, in this case, means that as a delegate goes up in
M.P.C., he will go down on the change scale.
tion .

This is an inverse associa
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